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Abstract. Within a multilevel secure (MLS) system, trusted subjects are granted privileges to perform operations that are not possible by ordinary subjects controlled by mandatory access control (MAC) policy enforcement mechanisms. These subjects are trusted not to conduct malicious activity or degrade system security. We present a formal definition for trusted subject behaviors, which depends upon a representation of information flow and control dependencies generated during a program execution. We describe a security Domain Model (DM) designed in the Alloy specification language for conducting static analysis of programs to identify illicit information flows, access control flaws and covert channel vulnerabilities. The DM is compiled from a representation of a target program, written in an intermediate Implementation Modeling Language (IML), and a specification of the security policy written in Alloy. The Alloy Analyzer tool is used to perform static analysis of the DM to detect potential security policy violations in the target program. In particular, since the operating system upon which the trusted subject runs has limited ability to control its actions, static analysis of trusted subject operations can contribute to the security of the system.
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1 Introduction

Within a multilevel secure (MLS) system, certain trusted subjects may be granted privileges to perform operations, in some cases within prescribed limits [17], not normally allowed for ordinary subjects controlled by mandatory access control (MAC) policy enforcement mechanisms. Granting of such privileges is predicated on the idea that trusted subjects will not conduct malicious activity or degrade the system’s overall security. This paper presents a formal definition for trusted subject behaviors in certain program implementations. These behaviors depend upon a representation of information flow and control dependencies generated during a target program execution, thus extending classic work in this area [6][15][23]. We describe a security domain model to formally represent trusted subject behaviors, information flow tracing through program execution, various types of covert channels, and a means for conducting static analysis of certain program implementations.
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Widely accepted evaluation standards [4][5][14] require that high assurance secure systems be designed, developed, verified and tested using rigorous processes and formal methods. This evaluation process must include demonstration of correct correspondence between system representations at various levels of abstraction, e.g., security policy objectives, security specifications, and program implementation. Formal security models are often based on concepts of program secure state and state transitions. Our approach analyzes programs for preservation of security properties through state transitions, and advances the concepts of secure information flow in classic work by Denning and others [6][23] by describing automated techniques for information flow static analysis. Our previous work has demonstrated the ability to detect illicit information flow security violations [19], and covert channel and overt access control flaws based on control dependency analysis [20].

The Implementation Modeling Language (IML), the first novel element in this approach, is a language that supports basic information processing via assignment statements, conditional and loop statements, read/write statements, file random access, and access to a system clock. The target program is an original high-level language program from which we extract a base program, the IML abstraction that provides a basis for analysis of the target program for adherence to a security policy.

The second novel element in this work is the definition of a security Domain Model (DM), represented as an Alloy [1][7] specification. The DM provides a framework for specifying program state and state transitions, as well as security-related concepts such as security policy, information flow, access control, and covert channel vulnerabilities. The DM is comprised of an Invariant Model, which defines the generic concepts of program state, information flow, and security policy; and an Implementation Model, which specifies the behavior of the base program. A specialized DM-Compiler was developed to translate a base program in IML into an Implementation Model, and to integrate it with the Invariant Model to form a complete DM specification.

Our approach uses the Alloy Analyzer tool [1] to perform static analysis of base programs to identify execution paths that might violate the security policy rules. The Alloy Analyzer performs symbolic execution of all base program execution paths within a defined scope (the upper limit of the size of models considered); the scope is generated heuristically, based on the total number of statements in the base program. It is assumed that the Alloy small scope hypothesis, which states that most flaws in models can be revealed on small instances [7], holds for information flow tracing. A description of the DM structure, and examples of refinement of a base program to Alloy can be found in [18][20].

Section 2 of this paper provides background discussion on trusted subjects and processes. Section 3 presents an overview of the Security DM methodology for modeling programs and security policies. Sections 4 and 5 describe analyses of several example base programs using the DM, and summarize our test results with these examples. Sections 6 and 7 discuss related work, and planned future work in this research.
2 Trusted Subjects

Users in a multilevel secure (MLS) environment are assigned a clearance level based on the relative level of trust placed in them by security administrators. A user is allowed to log into a system at any level that is at or below (dominated by) his assigned clearance, which creates a session at that level. Subjects that act on behalf of a given user are labeled with an access class that is at the same level as the user's session. A subject is allowed to read information (objects) whose sensitivity level is up to the subject’s clearance level (access class), and write to objects at or above their access class.

In contrast to this, a trusted subject is one that is allowed to read and write within a range of access classes [12], which limits the authority of the trusted subject to “read-up” and “write-down” [3]. MLS systems with trusted subjects defined this way do not require a separate access control lattice or special rules specifically for their actions [12]. As a result, a trusted subject does not need to be given a privilege to bypass or violate the security rules.

Since trusted subjects are allowed to interact with (read & write) information across access classes, they must be trusted not to abuse these special privileges. The existence of trusted subjects is generally required for certain services provided in MLS systems, such as login, information downgrading, and data backup utilities across multiple access levels. MLS system administration may also require a trusted subject to interact with and manage regular user accounts and information across multiple access levels [22]. Such actions represent a good target for trusted subject implementation, however research has not always focused on the design principle that trusted subjects should be small and minimized within an MLS system.

With respect to security policies, a trusted subject should not move data between sensitivity levels, other than in constrained, explicitly defined ways [21]. The specification of a trusted subject must explicitly define how it can do this. Levin et al. [11] point out that trusted subjects do not violate a general policy in place, but their behavior must be a defined part of a policy. Such a policy for trusted subjects, referred to as a “relaxed MLS policy,” must be integrated with the general MLS policy, such that the resultant union of the two can allow trusted subjects to effectively operate, while ensuring that non-trusted subjects cannot conduct malicious activity. In a “downgrader” role, for example, a trusted subject may essentially change the label of information from high to low by reading the information from a high object and moving it into another low object.

Trusted subjects can be defined by their behaviors in an MLS system. Steffan & Clow [21] described examples of trusted subject actions, including the ability to process information across multiple access control levels, e.g., to view (read) a highly sensitive document in order to comment (write) on its existence at a lower level; and the ability to modify the labels of sensitive information. In the latter case, a trusted subject may regrade a classified document, which would seem to require overriding the tranquility principle that a subject or object’s label will not change while being referenced [3]. We maintain the tranquility of object labels, abstracting the idea of downgrading information by changing variable labels from the viewpoint of, i.e.,
internal to, the trusted subject. Allowing movement of information within a range of access classes represents the trusted subject actions we model in our DM approach.

3 Security Domain Model Methodology

Our approach to program security verification using the Security Domain Model has been described in [19][20], and an overview is provided below.

A base program represents an abstraction of a target program implementation, and is written in Implementation Modeling Language (IML) notation. The IML defines a simple imperative language that captures the basic capabilities and constructs, with respect to security, of high-level programming languages, such as Java or C++. The IML was motivated by a requirement to represent the information flow properties in target program implementations. A complete IML and DM reference manual is available online at [18].

In this work the IML language syntax has been expanded to enable the representation of trusted subject behaviors. Specifically, the IML allows trusted subject to modify variable labels (“regrading”), and to “filter” variable values and labels based on existing content and/or label. To enable regrading, the IML provides a Trusted Assignment statement, which allows a trusted subject to assign a value to a destination variable with a specifically assigned security label. When an IML base program is translated, it is under the context that only a trusted subject may perform trusted assignment. In this operation, the destination variable takes on the data value of the source variable, however it does not automatically take its label, as would normally be the case for an assignment statement in IML. Instead, the destination is explicitly assigned a label, as determined by a filter function that is automatically invoked with each trusted assignment. The trusted assignment syntax follows:

Assign destination from source1 as source2;

The trusted assignment source1 can be either a variable or constant, and the source2 can be either a variable (in which case the access label currently assigned to the value stored in this variable is used) or an explicitly defined access label. The new content and access label of the destination variable are defined by an Alloy function TS_filter in the DM Invariant Model:

destination(value’, label’) =
TS_filter ( destination(value, label), source1(value, label), source2(value, label) )

This function specifies the behavior of trusted subjects in our model, and an example is described in detail in section 4.1.

The DM Invariant Model defines security rules that have the Bell & LaPadula security model [3] as their basis, i.e., flows from higher to lower secrecy levels are not allowed by either writing down or reading up. The general DM security policy defines a lattice with flows allowed from lower to higher (or equal) secrecy levels, represented by access labels, for instance:

one sig Policy {
    ord: AccessLabel -> AccessLabel  
}
In Alloy notation this defines a recursive closure of the access label relations 
\((\text{SysLow} \rightarrow \text{SysMid})\) and \((\text{SysMid} \rightarrow \text{SysHigh})\). The “basic” security policy is defined in the DM Invariant Model by reads and writes of external I/O devices that conform to this policy lattice. The trusted policy is defined such that trusted subjects are allowed to change labels and data within the constraints of the TS_filter.

4 Testing and Analysis of Trusted Subject Behaviors in the DM

This section presents examples of program security vulnerabilities that illustrate how trusted subjects are constrained by both the basic security policy and the trusted policy (as implemented in the TS_filter). In these examples, the security rules for discovering information flow errors, overt access control flaws and covert channels, are described using Alloy notation, and a base program written in IML is presented to illustrate the particular security violation. The complete Alloy models for these and other examples can be found online at [18].

4.1 Flow Violation Caused by a Trusted Subject Operation (Example 1)

The first example illustrates a trusted subject regrade operation that, based on allowed trusted subject behavior, leads to an information flow violation. In the example, an attempt is made by a trusted subject to downgrade a destination variable label from SysHigh to SysLow. Here, trusted subjects are allowed to perform downgrading of information from SysHigh to SysMid. To support the policy, a TS_filter function is defined (below in Alloy notation) to ensure that “downward” info flows are allowed only from SysHigh to SysMid. The function takes as input parameters three Values and three AccessLabels, specifically, the data values and labels of the destination, source1 and source2 variables in the Trusted Assignment (see Section 3 for trusted assignment IML syntax), and returns an instance of FTuple (i.e., a filtered Value and AccessLabel). In essence, the policy for trusted subject behaviors is captured in the semantics of this filter function.

For example purposes here, this TS_filter function returns the greater of constant 0 and the source1 Value (s1v), and the higher of SysMid and the source2 AccessLabel (s2a). As shown in this example TS_filter, it is not necessary to use all of the parameters passed into the function to generate a resulting FTuple. Note that a different DM Invariant Model could define a TS_filter function that would return different results based on the specific input parameters, and thus define a different security policy for trusted subject behaviors.

```alloy
sig FTuple {
  val: Value,
  label: AccessLabel
}
```
fun TS_filter[dv, slv, s2v: Value,
    da, sla, s2a: AccessLabel]: FTuple {
  { result: FTuple | {
    result.val = (((slv->const0) in LT.lt)
    => const0 else slv)
    result.label = (((da->s2a) in Policy.ord)
    => s2a else
    (((s2a->SysMid) in Policy.ord)
    => SysMid else s2a)) }
} }

The base program example below demonstrates a security violation based on the trusted subject filter and security policy. Initially, values are read into two variables with security labels $SysHigh$ and $SysMid$, respectively ($s1$-$s2$). A trusted assignment operation is then performed ($s3$), in which the data value stored in $x2$ is copied into variable $x1$, and $x1$ is assigned a $SysLow$ label. During this statement operation, the TS_filter function is applied to the parameters of the trusted assignment, "filtering" the label assignment to $SysMid$, which results in $x1$ being assigned a higher label than was intended by the trusted assignment operation ($s3$).

(s1) Read_dev (SysHigh, x1);
(s2) Read_dev (SysMid, x2);
(s3) Assign x1 from x2 as SysLow;
(s4) Write_dev (SysLow, x1);
(s5) Stop;

When the next statement ($s4$) attempts to write the value held in $x1$ to a $SysLow$ external device, an illicit flow results since $x1$ is labeled as $SysMid$. The Alloy Analyzer detects this situation as a violation of the Alloy security predicate below, and correctly reports an illicit information flow, tracing execution through statements ($s1$)($s2$)($s3$)($s4$). The same base program, under a DM Invariant Model with a different policy and filter function, would not necessarily result in this flow violation.

pred consistent_with_FlowPolicy [current: State] {
  let stm = current.stmt | {
    ( stm.type in (Write_dev + PutDirectFile) &&
      stm.source in Variable )
    => (current.access_label[stm.source] ->
      stm.subject_label) in Policy.ord
  }
}

4.2 Dual Trusted Subject Flow Violation & Overt Flaw (Example 2)

The second example base program illustrates two different security violations that may result from a trusted subject operation. In the program, a successful trusted subject regrade creates an overt control dependency flaw, however when the trusted subject regrade fails to occur, illegal information flow results. For purposes of this example, the security policy and TS_filter function described above apply.
In the base program, values are initially read into three variables, with assigned security labels $SysHigh$, $SysMid$ and $SysLow$, respectively (s1-s3). Depending on the value stored in $x1$ (s4), a trusted assignment statement is performed (s5) in which the value of $x1$ is modified to that of $x2$, and the label of $x1$ is downgraded to that of $x3$, $SysMid$ in this case. Since a regrade from $SysHigh$ to $SysMid$ is allowed by the security policy (as reflected in the TS_filter function), $x1$ is assigned the $SysMid$ label.

(s1) Read_dev ($SysHigh$, $x1$);  
(s2) Read_dev ($SysLow$, $x2$);  
(s3) Read_dev ($SysMid$, $x3$);  
(s4) if $x1 < 0$ then {  
(s5) Assign $x1$ from $x2$ as $x3$;  
(s6) Write_dev ($SysMid$, $x1$); }  
else  
(s7) Write_dev ($SysMid$, $x1$);  
(s8) Stop;

The next statement (s6) attempts to write the value of $x1$ to a $SysMid$ external device, a seemingly legal flow. However, since this operation occurs within the if-block, it creates a control dependency from $SysHigh$ ($x1$ label when it was examined in s4) to $SysMid$, representing an overt access control flaw (i.e., in the $SysHigh$ context, a write to $SysMid$ violates the security policy). Based on the Alloy security rule predicate below, the Alloy Analyzer properly detects this violation, tracing execution through statements (s1)(s2)(s3)(s4)(s5)(s6).

pred dependency_flaw_found [current: State] {  
  let stm = current.stmt,  
  pre = current.influenced_by[stm.source] |  
  {  
    stm.type = Write_dev &&  
    stm.source in Variable &&  
    not ((pre.access_label[pre.stmt.source] ->  
      stm.subject_label) in Policy.ord)  
  }  
}

An additional violation occurs when the conditional check (s4) evaluates to false, and the else-branch is executed. In this case, an attempt is made to write the value stored in $x1$ (still assigned its original $SysHigh$ label) to a $SysMid$ external device (s7). Since this represents an overt illegal flow from $SysHigh$ to $SysMid$, the Alloy Analyzer properly identifies and reports the error, tracing execution through statements (s1)(s2)(s3)(s4)(s7).

4.3 Covert Channel Resulting from a Trusted Subject Operation (Example 3)

The third scenario describes execution of a trusted assignment that could produce a covert storage channel [10]. Our earlier paper [20] describes in detail how the DM formalizes the notion of covert channels, and defines a security rule to identify a class of covert storage channel vulnerabilities in a base program execution.
In the base program below, we assume a direct file with a maximum capacity of two records, initially empty. To begin, *SysLow* values are read into variables \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) (s1-s2). A trusted assignment is then performed (s3) in which \( x_1 \) is assigned the value of \( x_2 \), and upgraded to a *SysHigh* label. Next, the value of \( x_1 \) is examined to verify whether it is non-negative (s4). Because the TS_filter function (see section 4.1) only returns filtered values of 0 or greater, \( x_1 \) holding a non-negative value is an indication that the trusted assignment resulted in the assignment of source data to the destination variable. When this check evaluates to true, the values of \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) are stored into the direct file by the *SysHigh* sender, resulting in the internal full direct file flag being set.

(s1)  Read_dev (SysLow, x1);
(s2)  Read_dev (SysLow, x2);
(s3)  Assign x1 from x2 as SysHigh;
(s4)  if \( x_1 > \text{const\_minus\_1} \) then {
    (s5)    PutDirectFile (SysHigh, 1, x1);
    (s6)    PutDirectFile (SysHigh, 2, x2); }

The next sequence of program statements represent execution by a *SysLow* covert channel receiver. When the *SysLow* subject attempts to store a value into the direct file using a new key 3 (s7), the system issues a failure indication since the direct file is full (note that in the translation to a base program, the internal system flag translates to an explicit flag, accessible in IML as in statement (s8)). Depending on the success or failure of the direct file store (s8), *SysLow* writes a constant ‘1’ or a ‘0’ to an external device (s9 & s10) to exploit the storage channel.

(s7)  PutDirectFile (SysLow, 3, 1);
(s8)  if full = True then
    (s9)    Write_dev (SysLow, 1);
(s10) else Write_dev (SysLow, 0);
(s11) Stop;

Because a higher-labeled subject caused the direct file to become full, the Alloy Analyzer detects and reports this violation of the below Alloy security predicate, tracing the flow of execution through statements (s1)(s2)(s3)(s4)(s5)(s6)(s7). The actions of two regular subjects at *SysHigh* and *SysLow*, acting in collusion to exploit the direct file, could bring about the same security violation (i.e., a storage channel).

pred storage_channel_found [current: State] {
  let stm = current.stmt | {
    stm.type = PutDirectFile &&
    current.direct_file.full = const1 &&
    not (current.direct_file.last_written ->
      stm.subject_label) in Policy.ord
  } }
5 Testing Results

The base program examples presented above were evaluated using Alloy Analyzer 4.1.7, running under Mac OS X™ 10.5.4 on a 2.5 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor, with 2 GB of memory. In test runs, the Alloy Analyzer successfully found valid counterexamples for violations of each security rule assertion described above. Test run times, in ms, were as follows; total time (time to generate model, time to find counterexample):

- Example 1 (scope = 7): 1516 (1277, 239)
- Example 2, overt control dependency flaw (scope = 9): 3335 (2290, 1045)
- Example 2, information flow violation (scope = 9): 2692 (2236, 456)
- Example 3 (scope = 12): 48631 (9852, 38779)

6 Related Work

Earlier work in trusted subject implementation [24] developed a framework for running a trusted multi-level database management system (DBMS), referred to as a “trusted subject,” to be hosted on any trusted operating system. This work established a layered policy, with a general policy for the trusted computing base (TCB) layer of the operating system, and a separate policy for the DBMS TCB layer. Their premise was that, for a DBMS hosted on a known secure operating system, only the DBMS TCB layer must be subjected to security analysis to ensure that it meets all access control requirements. This concept provided “portability” of the DBMS trusted subject, and negated the time and expense of testing every system on which the DBMS may be targeted. This work did not appear to outline a traditional concrete security policy for trusted subjects, and only used them in the context of a trusted DBMS. This paper focused on modification of object tranquility as a valid action for trusted subjects.

Landauer et al. [8] introduced a formal model for managing trusted processes, by defining a state machine whose state space can be locked, or isolated, in order to allow privileged actions to overlap. The authors described a trusted process as possessing special privileges to alter operating system kernel access control decisions, or other security critical operations; their definition provides a good description of a trusted subject. This paper provided an in-depth mathematical analysis of the security policy derived from trusted process principles, and is valuable as a source of background discussion on security policy issues for trusted subjects.

Steffan & Clow [21] defined a set of trusted process classes, to identify their relative privileged status. These classes correspond to combinations of override privileges in the areas of Tranquility (labels), MAC (content) and DAC (privileges). As the class numbers increase, so do the privileges granted, and the risk associated with using a trusted process in that class. In contrast to this paper, our work characterizes trusted subjects without violating tranquility of object labels.

Thomas & Sandhu [22] presented three architectures for trusted object-oriented databases, based on: a kernel, a replicated DBMS, and a trusted subject architecture. The last of these was the focus of their paper. Their architecture was composed of a
session manager, which was trusted and running across multiple layers; several message managers, which were untrusted, and operated within a single layer; and service read/write requests to the DB from a client. The trusted session manager has the advantage that it can always maintain a global snapshot of the system for a given session, across all access control layers, to allow it to coordinate message requests and scheduling. Clearly, the session manager must be a trusted subject for this architecture to maintain security of messages across layers. This paper did not appear to focus on security policies for trusted subjects, i.e., how separate policies might be treated in the session manager and message managers and how such policies could effectively coexist.

Levin et al, [9] discussed trusted subject actions within a security kernel architecture. With respect to the principle of least privilege [16], they described how a trusted subject in a downgrader role must be able to perform only the minimum required operations, namely, downgrading of labels in this case. Other operations such as “dirty word search” (DWS) of a document for specific words or phrases prior to downgrade, must be handled by other system processes to prevent unintended or malicious consequences. They defined a framework for performing filtering and downgrade of information, separating tasks between users and processes, both untrusted and trusted. We believe our model is in line with this thinking, when one considers that if our trusted subject acts as a downgrader, the Invariant Model filter function can reflect a separate untrusted process in the target program that performs DWS. We generalize this concept by allowing the trusted subject to downgrade based on content or label information. In our model, the DWS might represent examination of a highly classified document for specific references to some classified topic, with subsequent removal of these references prior to downgrading the document. Alternately, the DWS could represent filtering of a document by its creation date, where downgrading of the document will occur only if this information is older than some predetermined date.

7 Discussion and Future Work

This paper has provided a survey of ongoing research to develop a formal security domain model that formalizes security policies for both regular and trusted subjects. The model formalizes trusted subject behaviors, using the specialized imperative language. Our approach defines a formal security Domain Model (DM) that facilitates specification of security vulnerabilities and trusted subject behaviors, independent of program implementation.

By the small scope hypothesis [7] it is assumed that most program errors may be revealed by relatively small counterexamples. Using the Analyzer to perform static analysis of the DM provides assurance that, within a specified search scope, a counterexample will be found when one exists, and that false negatives and false positives are eliminated within the defined scope. This assumption necessitates our implementation of a relatively small trusted subject, which is inline with the Reference Monitor Concept principle that a reference validation mechanism “must be small enough to be subject to analysis and tests” [2] to ensure its correctness.
Future work will expand the DM to enable dynamic security policies [10]. This concept would allow the DM to support a sequence of policies during program execution, and support the ability of a system to adapt to a dynamically changing security environment by using different policies [13]. We could extend this by adding functionality for multiple trusted subjects. By defining multiple filter functions within a DM Invariant Model, and modifying the IML syntax to support this, the model could represent separate trusted subjects, each governed by a different policy as defined by its own filter function.
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